
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  

 

 

  

  

Wedgewood Grove
Architectural Theme

www.wedgewoodgrove.com.au



Architectural  
Character Statement
Wedgewood Grove is a boutique community 

located within The Vines and consists of only 23 

homes nestled      between Chardonnay Park and 

Sawpit Gully. 

Traditional homes with simple forms and pitched 

roofs inspired by Hampton’s style which is relaxed 

yet elegant and refined.  Other elements such as 

vertically proportioned windows, soft muted tones 

and high ceilings will further enhance the theme 

and provide a neutral backdrop for manicured 

trees and lawns. 

To further create an elegant look and feel, smooth 

finishes and light neutral tones are to be used for 

the majority of the facades.  Feature materials 

include stained timber doors and windows, stone 

and weatherboard which are presented in a 

traditional way will ensure these style of homes 

are timeless.

All homes shall be consistent with the principles 

outlined in the character statement. 



Colour +  
Material Palette
A timeless and elegant palette of colours 

has been chosen,  in light neutral tones.

A light palette of render or weatherboard is 

to be used for the majority of the elevation.  

 

Feature  
Materials
Stone and timber in smooth finish and light, 

natural tones are encouraged.  Tiles and 

alternative materials which replicate these 

finishes and enhance the theme are acceptable.

Smooth finishes are to be used for the 

majority of the facades and feature 

elements utilizing natural materials such 

as timber and stone will be encouraged. 

Painted render or weatherboard in predominately 

soft, muted tones must constitute at least 65% of 

the primary façade (excluding the garage) and 

secondary or rear façades where visible.  A 

minimum of two (2) different materials is required.



Facebrick
Smooth finish and/or painted face brick in light 
tones and reclaimed bricks reflect the theme 
of Wedgewood Grove.

AUSTRAL Ultra 
Smooth Chill

BRIKMAKERS 
Kingston Grey

BRIKMAKERS  
Mississippi Cream

MIDLAND Estilo 
Atlas

AUSTRAL Brushed 
Leather

MIDLAND Contempo 
Madrid Ceniza

AUSTRAL San  
Selmo Reclaimed

e:  myhouse@lwpproperty.com.au (design enquiries)
e:  wg@lwpproperty.com.au (general enquiries)
a:  34 Main Street, Ellenbrook, WA  6069
t:  08 9297 9999
w: wedegwoodgrove.com.au


